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Senior Challenge Showcase
PSU industrial engineering seniors, Bruce Stone, Kevin Cornwall,
Tyler Noda and Adam Colucci, showcased the laser welding project at the Senior Challenge Showcase, hosted by PSU’s Learning
Factory on December 9, 2010. Their project was one of several
selected to be voted on for best in their category.
For the past four
months, five PSU senior
students worked on a
laser welding of various metals project. This
could not have been
possible without the
help of our laser technician, Bruce Frazier,
and the guidance of Mr.
Doug Lingsch. The five
Kevin Cornwall interviews with Doug Lingsch
engineering students
about the Senior Challenge Project MDL offered to
learned a wide variety
students.
of laser welding techniques and laser welded
a wide variety of materials. They were also shown the proper
safety precautions when working with laser welding processes.
The students performed a DOE that minimized the number of
samples, but also gave good process resolution.

Road to Recovery
Team member Norm Oster’s family suffered a
tragedy in mid-December
when his wife and daughter
were struck by a van while
in a crosswalk in the early
evening. Both mother and
daughter suffered debilitating injuries yet are on the
road to recovery. For that,
we are truly thankful.

Katie is surrounded by well wishes of balloons
and stuffed animals while recovering from her
injuries.

Employee Spotlight
Raul Carranza is a leader and consistently finds ways to be challenged and to challenge those around him. He has been with us
for over six years and has made many contributions to MDL WP,
with his may OFI’s.
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Did You Know

MDL is about to launch
a new laser cutting
service? We have three
lasers and lights-out
operation capabilities.
We want to put those
machines to good use
by providing a 24-hour
laser cutting service.
Send us your DXF and
we will laser cut and
send you the parts the
next day. We are in the
process of developing a
web site that customers
can upload their files,
select the materials and
specifications required.
Unlike other 24-hour laser cutting services, we
are the only service that
will provide file uploads
from your ready-to-cut
DXF drawings. Keep
your eyes posted for our
launch within the next
month.

Save the Date

MDL will be hosting an
open house of its new
White Plains manufacturing facility in the
spring. Plan on joining us for a tour of the
manufacturing floor and
save room for lunch.
Mark your calendars for
May 9, 2011 from 1:00
PM to 4:00 PM.

Raul has taken the lead in our 5S implementations and developed
inventory controls in the paint department where he was supervisor prior to being promoted to the CNC Machine Department,
where he is utilizing his strengths to make the CNC department
more efficient.
When implementing the ISO Quality System in White Plains, we
needed a Traveler Board. After explaining our need, Raul used
materials on hand and his engineering abilities to create a beautiful “board” that fit our needs perfectly. Not only was it practical
in its application, but an attractive addition to the shop floor.
With personnel like Raul MDL is able to consistently meet and
exceed our customers expectations through employee innovation
and excellence.
Raul has won many awards as Employee of the month, has been
spotlighted for his contributions, hard work and determination.
When a Customer deadline is present I know that we can always
rely on Raul and his team to go the extra mile and work around
the clock to ensure that our customers are #1 on MDL’s
priority list.

Visit our newly updated web site:
http://www.mdlmanufacturing.com
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